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their stimulus to English writers including Yeatt.
and Eliot
The Symbolist leader Stephane Mallarmt,
attempted to create a new idiom for poetrv
Supremely disinterested a saint of literature
be wrote little himself but at Ins modest weekly
receptions he gently expounded his influential
views to such visitors as "Whistler Degas La
forgue Valery Clawlel Gide Wilde George
Moore Yeats andDebussj
Influenced by Poe !Mallarme" cultivated in his
poetry a suggestive indeflmteness blurring the
distinctions between the actual world and that of
dream and reverie Debussy s well known trans
lation into music of his L 4.y>r&s rmdi d un Paune
wonderfully conveys his evocative and amorphous
imagery
Like Poe the Symbolists were much concerned
to reproduce in their poetry the flow of music and
they were much influenced by Wagne™ They
came even to discard the classical Alexandrine and
to develop vets libre In the cult of indefimteness
they would like Poe confuse the perceptions of
the senses Poe for instance hears the on
coining of darkness
What was the purpose of these experiments in
poetic language? The Symbolists were so much
preoccupied with the unique quality of individual
experience and with, the complex and evanescent
nature of consciousness that they eschewed
anything go commonplace as a description, or
statement as a falsification of experience and en
deavoured instead to express unique and tran
sitory feelings by suggestive images and symbols
fastidiously chosen and patterned •with exquisite
care The time honoured rational framework of
poetry was being scrapped so that it was becoming
irrelevant to speak of the meaning of a poem
(c) The problem of objective validity in symbolist art
The symbolism -was not of the commonly
accepted kind such, as the dove with the olive
branch Each poet deployed a highly idiosyn
cratlo symbolism peculiar to himself in order to
express his own intensely personal feelings Such
symbols were says Wilson, really metaphors
detached from their subjects Inevitably such
poetry is not easy to interpret An example
easily available In English is Valery s Le Gimito&re
Martn translated by our Poet Laureate, Day
Lewis as The Graveyard by the Sea
The basic problem for the Symbolist poet is to
find an imagery both true to his own unique
experience and also in some way significant and
communicable That 3s the supreme test
It is fascinating to see how English poets such
as Yeata Ehot, and Sitwell stimulated by the
French experiments, tackle this problem and give
objective validity to an intensely subjective vision
H  SOME INDIVIDUAL POETS
1  The masters ol the Decade between the Wats.
W B Yeats (1865-1989)
Eeferences are to the Collected Poems fMacmfflaTi)
Yeata b influence Is exerted not by the lnnp
romantic Celtic twihght verses between 1889 and
1904 but by the complex, sinewy poems, appearing
between 1910 and 1939 Although in traditional
verse forms they establish Yeats as a great master
of the modem symbolic image
Brought up by a sceptic father Yeats had
sought from early youth for some significance to
life In heterodox mysticism snchastheosophy
and the Kabbala. and above all In Blake. Their
highly developed systems of symbols stimulated
his inmate sensitiveness to this Intuitive form of
insight and expression and encouraged him to
develop Ids gift for waiting on images as they
arose from the deeper regions of his mind Arthur
Symons whose The St/mboUst Movement in
l/fterotera was published In 1899, Introduced tun
 to the ivork of Mallanne and other French sym-
bolists and confirmed him m his poetic approach
which he now realised was part of a European
movement
To give objective validity to highly subjective
images he used several techniques Following
Shelley s example he would repeat the fiame sym
bol throughout the body of his work so that one
poem illuminates another The symbol thus seen
in perspective reveals new f aeets of its significance
sometimes even contradictory aspects
For example m early poems the rose signifies
not onli love and in its Kosncrucian form a
mystic union but also Ireland, beauty both
sensuous and intellectual and the beauty of Maud
Gonne with whom leats remained hore'e.-8ly m
love
A ruined Norman tower which Yeats had con
verted into a dwelling recurs from 1919 m many
poems Its basic significance is the artitt s Isola
tion but it also suggests Milton s PUtomst
Shelley s visionary prince Samuel Palmers
lonely light and Yeats s own Anglo Insli
heritage He was greatly concerned to give the
symbol solidity and firm outline and stresses tlie
towers emblematic winding gyring spiring
treadmill of a stair and the grey stone fireplace
with an open hearth and the fire of tuif of
simple hospitality
He juxtaposed exalted symbols with the smgu
larly down to earth motifs which he deployed with
increasing frequency The indignity of age is
a sort of battered kettle at the heel or a
tattered coat upon a stick until m his emblematic
protagonist Crazy Jane he present^ the ulti
mate in physical destitution inspired by poetic
frenzy
Yeats also relied on archetypal images from the
Great Memory to which we respond uncon
sciously In The Two Trees (p 54) he follows
Blake in his use of the image of the tree which
develops from the Kabbala and the Biblical Tree
of Life To Yeats it came to embody the organic
nature both of all life and of the imagination
or reality intuitively perceived by the artist as
whole and vital Yeats like Blake contrasted
this imaginative vision with the abstractions of
the discursive intellect and his most perfect ex
pression of the work of art as an organic and in-
dissoluble unit occurs at the climax of Among
School Ghtidren Here in a passage of multiple
import he marries the Image of the tree to that of
the dance
0 chestnut tree great rooted blossomer
Are you the leaf the blossom or the bole?
0 body swayed to music, O brightening glance
How can we know the dancer from the dance?
Yeats s poetry was also supported by a frame
work of mythology whether of Gaelic legend
Greek mythology as in LeSa and the Sweat or as
in much of his more mature work that of his own
private system, which he expounded in his prose
A Vision 1926 For instance he saw history as
opposing cycles of 2000 years each cycle being a
reversal of the previous one He represented this
diagramatically by opposing gyres Ms gyre
being the spiral traced on a cone
But Yeats s finest poems even when the mean
ing depends on his private hinterland are still
valid and intelligible In themselves. The Second
Comma affects us through the singular clarity and
force of the metaphors and the controlled energy
of the rhythm.
'        somewhere in sands of the desert
A shape with lion body and the head of a mas,
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun
Is moving its slow thighs while all about It
Keel shadows of the indignant desert birds
The darkness drops again   but now I know
That twenty centuries of stony Steep
Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle
And what rough beast its hour come round at
last
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be bom?
Yeats is the poet qf; paradox and often quoted

